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Interactive Featurette

Goals

We’ve been working on what is essentially a re-design of an 
online news outlet, using “templates” for displaying different 
types of content. Building on that, now we’re now going to 
step outside of the templates and reimagine what “featured” 
journalism articles can look like on the web. Specifically, we’re 
wondering: how can an interactive medium improve on the 
static layouts of printed magazines and newspapers—making 
them a better experience for the reader?

This might mean the design is similar to your current “shell” of 
the site, (like the recent NYT Sochi Olympics Gear article), or 
look like a totally different micro-site (like the NYT Snowfall 
article). Also, check out what BU does with Bostonia.

Considerations

What is the author’s goal in the article? How does your 
re-design of the content help to achieve that goal?

What interactive features are you adding to the article that 
make the experience of reading it better than printed or “static” 
media can give us?

Obviously, not all of the interactive content exists for your article. 
I want you to image that the sky is the limit—what would you 
add if you had unlimited resources. Video? Sound? Interactive 
infographics? You don’t need to actually design and create all 
of these items, but you need to lay out the page in a way that 
would plan for them, and craft a better story with your layout. 

The more work you put into creating what these might look 
like, the better your overall design will be (and a better port-
folio piece this will be). Take time to think about creating and 
designing a compelling experience.

This shouldn’t just be a web-based scaffolding that holds other 
“dynamic” content. The design of, and interaction with, the page 
itself should reinforce the meaning and storytelling experi-
ence of the article. (Think about your own experience reading 
the article the first time. What was missing? What were you 
wondering? What was already great about it?)

Requirements

• Pick an existing original article that you enjoyed, either in print 
or online. 

• Chose a device type to design for (desktop, tablet or mobile)—
whatever format you think is best for this article. Tell me why 
you chose that type in your presentation (why is this appro-
priate for the article type and audience?)

• Transform the original article content into a digital web-based 
version. Use the original copy from the article, or use lorem 
ipsum, but retain the original breaks and headings from the 
article so we get an idea of what it’s actually like to read it. 
(It’s better if you can get original text.)

• Plan for (layout, design) any interactive features you think 
would add to the article. (Video, audio, maps, interactive 
infographics, etc.) 

• Design in one long page, or different “views”, whatever you 
think shows off your design intent the best. We should 
completely understand what interacting with your interac-
tive feature feels like by looking at your designs—they 
should feel complete. 

• It should be very apparent what the navigation is for the article. 
(Do we just scroll down the page, or do we need additional 
navigation options?)


